NEWS OF 3rd FM

APPOINTMENT OF NEW HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

With effect from January 1, 2017 the new head of the Department of Pathology was appointed by the director of FNKV in agreement with the dean of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine on the basis of a tender

doc. MUDr. Tomáš Jirásek, Ph.D.

With effect from January 16, 2017 the new head was appointed by the dean of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine on the basis of a tender

doc. MUDr. Pavel Dlouhý, Ph.D. – Department of Hygiene

doc. MUDr. Jan Polák, Ph.D. – Department for the Study of Obesity and Diabetes

Jaromír Chlapec
Head of Division of Human Resources

CYCLE OF CHILDREN´S UNIVERSITY

On 30. 11. 2016 at 3rd FM CU (as the first medical faculty in the Czech Republic) started the cycle of Children’s University.

The aim of this project (initiated by the Faculty of Philosophy CU in last year) is to introduce to pupils of elementary schools some subjects taught at our faculty. Faculty contacted all elementary schools in Prague and Central Bohemia.

FIRST MEETING - ANATOMY

In the first round on 30. 11. 2016 there were more than 500 candidates (mostly of students from third to fifth classes of primary school). More than thirty pupils attended the first topic Anatomy.

Thanks to doc. Zachovi and dr. Riedlové children spent ninety minutes becoming familiar with the anatomy of the brain, skeletal system and the anatomy of the heart. In the following seven blocks they will explore the basic of physiology, histology, biochemistry, first aid, nursing and medical ethics. In the case of interest and the success of the first round we will open the Children’s University for pupils of 2nd grade of elementary school in the spring semester.

Thanks to Dr. Svobodové and Mrs. Ruth Fialové for the organization and recruitment, Adam Vlach for the creation of a special index and students under the direction of Antonín Kuta for organization.

SECOND MEETING - PHYSIOLOGY

The second meeting took place on December 14, 2016 at the Institute of normal, clinical and pathological physiology and was led by a big help of students of 3rd FM doc. Franek.

Children were initially familiar with the contents of physiology and subsequently in a lively discussion they clarified the relationships and connections between blood (oxygen transport), lungs (entry of oxygen into the body) and the cardiovascular system (distribution of oxygen around the body). The talk was accompanied by simple diagrams and illustrative animation. In the second part the pupils are divided into two groups. The first was devoted to measuring their own vital capacity for portable spirometer. The second visit zodiac Institute where children are acquainted with the basics of breeding and use of laboratory rats for experimental purposes. Then both halves swapped.
THIRD MEETING - HISTOLOGY

The third meeting took place on January 11, 2017 was histological. All participants coped working with a microscope and identifying specimens of organs and tissues of the human body under the direction of Lucie Hubičková Heringová enthusiastically and perfectly.

Just as well they did by watching of chick embryo. Thanks to Lucie Hubičková Heringová, Antonín Kuta, Hana Svobodová and Ruth Fialová for the administrative arrangement, Jakub Fuks for photo documentation and also to all students.

Next meeting Biochemistry.

NEWLY ELECTED MANAGEMENT OF ACADEMIC SENATE OF 3RD FM

Academic Senate of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine elected under the leadership of MUDr. Lucie Hubičková Heringová, Ph.D. (Chair of the Electoral Commission for elections to the Academic Senate for the period 2016-2019) at its first meeting on December 13, 2016

chose as its Chairperson Mgr. Marka Váchu, Ph.D.

Senators voted under his direction of the Academic Senate of the 3rd FM

For Vice-Chairmen:

- doc. MUDr. Felix Votava, Ph.D.
  Head of Department of Children and Adolescents – for the Educational Chamber,

- David Lauer
  a student of 3rd year in general medicine, Czech curriculum – for the Student Chamber.

INVITATIONS, LECTURES, SEMINARS,

We would like to invite you to a seminar of Oncology Research Centre of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine Charles University which will take place

On Wednesday 25. 1. 2017 at 16:30
In Burian Lecture Hall
(Ruská 87, Praha 10).

Professional programme:

- Historie diagnostiky a léčby monoklonálních gamapatií - Prof. MUDr. T. Kozák, Ph.D., MBA
- New uses for an old drug in multiple myeloma - Prof. M. O’Dwyer, Blood Cancer Network Ireland, National University of Ireland
- AL amyloidóza - MUDr. P. Pavlíček

LET’S APPLAUD AND CONGRATULATIONS!

AWARD OF MINISTRY FOR HEALTH - MUDR. IRENA ALDHOON HAINEROVÁ, PH.D.

On Thursday, December 15, 2016 in Lobkowicz Palace the implementers of projects took over the Award of Ministry for Health for outstanding achievements in medical research and development that were supported by the Internal Grant Agency of the Ministry of Health from public sources.
The top 5 projects received this award from 400 projects. Among the award-winning research team was team of RNDr. Hanou Zamrazilovou, Ph.D. from the Department of Endocrinology in Prague with project “Vlivy prostředí a individuálního chování ve vztahu k abdominální obezitě a kardiometabolickým rizikovým faktorům u českých adolescentů”. Her cooperative were MUDr. Irena Aldhoon Hainerová, Ph.D. from Department of Children and Adolescents, 3rd FM CU and FNKV, doc. MUDr. Vojtěch Hainer, CSc. and prof. MUDr. Marie Kunešová, CSc. from Department of Endocrinology.

NATIONAL PSYCHIATRIC AWARD OF PROF. VONDRAČEK FOR YEAR 2016 — DOC. BARTOŠ

National Psychiatric Award of Professor Vladimir Vondracek for year 2016, awarded by the Scientific Council of the National Psychiatric prizes of Vladimir Vondráček for the best thesis on “Serious mental disorders - incidence, diagnosis and treatment” in the practical application of acquired books of doc. Aleše Bartošě, Ph.D and PhDr. Miloslav Raisové, Ph.D: Testy a dotazníky pro vyšetřování kognitivních funkcí, nálady a soběstačnosti, Mladá fronta, 2015. (Tests and questionnaires for investigating cognitive function, mood and self-sufficiency, Mladá fronta, 2015).

CONGRATULATIONS

ON 18 JANUARY 2017 WILL CELEBRATE HIS 100TH BIRTHDAY MJR. V. V. DOC. MUDR. JURAJ STRAUSS, CSc.

Mjr. v. v. doc. MUDr. Juraj Strauss, CSc. He was a soldier of Czechoslovak units in Great Britain, he fought in Dunquerke in the years 1944/1945. At the Medical Faculty of Charles University he graduated in 1947.

His life was connected with virology which he devoted at the State Health Institute and he taught students of the Medical Faculty of Hygiene Charles University. Significantly he contributed to the eradication of rubella and measles in the Czech Republic and Kenya. In 1969 he was appointed Associate Professor of Medicine Faculty of Hygiene, the predecessor of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine Charles University. Dean of the faculty prof. MUDr. Michael Anděl, PhD.
personally congratulated doc. MUDr. Strauss on January 17, 2017 for his work at the Kladno hospital where the doc. Strauss is currently hospitalized.